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Abstract 
Cortesi, A. and G. Fili, Graph properties for normal logic programs, Theoretical Computer Science 
107 (1993) 277-303. 
The completion of a program introduced by Clark is important for giving a declarative semantics to 
the negation as failure rule and to SLDNF resolution. Essential for having a completeness result is 
the consistency of the completion. The aim of this work is to give a unifying presentation of several 
known classes of programs that have consistent completion. The consistency of the completion of 
a program P is guaranteed by some properties of the graph which represents the dependency 
relation between the predicate symbols of P (global dependencies), or the ground atoms of the 
Herbrand basis of P (local dependencies). A taxonomy of program classes which are discriminated 
by these properties is presented, together with a uniform presentation of the (mostly well-known) 
techniques of model construction for the programs of each class. In this perspective it is also easier to 
understand the concept of perfect model and the relation between models of the completion and 
circumscription. 
0. Introduction 
Clark’s completion plays a fundamental role in the declarative semantics of the 
negation as failure rule and of the SLDNF resolution. Clearly, if the completion is 
taken as the meaning of a program, its consistency is necessary for the completeness of
the SLDNF resolution [S, 8, 11, 161. Because of this fact several classes of programs 
with consistent completion have been defined in the literature, namely, definite, 
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stratified, strict, call-consistent, locally stratified, locally strict, locally call-consistent 
and weakly stratified. 
The aim of this work is to present a unifying approach to the construction of 
a model of the completion which works for all these classes. This method is based on 
some ideas introduced in Cl, 17, 14, 8, 23. Two concepts are fundamental: that of 
dependency graph of a program [l, 141 and that of signature of a program [S]. 
Consider a ground program P, the dependency graph of P has the atoms of the 
corresponding Herbrand basis as nodes and it has an arc from atom B to atom A iff 
there is a clause of P with A as head and either B or 1B in the body. In the first case 
the arc is marked positive and in the second it is marked negative. Given any two 
nodes A and B of the dependency graph of P such that there is a directed path from 
B to A, we say that A depends evenly (oddly) on B when there is a path from B to 
A with an even (odd) number of negative edges. 
A program P admits a signature when the nodes of its dependency graph can be 
partitioned into two sets Q + , and Q - such that for any two atoms A and B both in Q’ 
or both in Q- either they are not dependent on each other, or one depends only evenly 
on the other one, whereas for any two nodes AEQ + and BEQ-, if they are related 
then one depends only oddly on the other one. 
Using these two notions one can construct models of the completion of a program 
P as follows. 
If P admits a signature then one can first construct a partial model M’ [7] of 
P using a generalization of the Tp operator and, secondly, one can assign the 
undecided atoms of M’, obtaining a 2-valued model M, using the signature [8, 23: 
roughly, all atoms that are undecided in M’ and that are in Q’ are made true and all 
those in Q- are made false (or vice versa). In what follows this technique is called 
KB-technique and KB-model is the model produced in this way. 
What can one do if P does not admit a signature? The idea is simple: partition 
P into subprograms PO, . . . , Pa, where CI is a countable ordinal, such that each Pi admits 
a signature and all atoms of Pi depend only on atoms of PO, . . . , Pi. For such programs 
one can construct a model of Camp(P) by iteratively constructing KB-models of 
Comp(P~),Comp(P~uP~), Comp(P,uP,uP;!), . ..) using the KB-technique described 
above. 
The constructions of models of Comp( P) described for stratified [ 11, strict, call- 
consistent [S], locally stratified [14,4], locally strict, locally call-consistent [ 15,4] can 
all be viewed as special cases of the KB-technique. 
This unifying approach has the advantage of clarifying the relations among the 
models constructed for different classes. Particularly interesting is the relation be- 
tween the KB-models constructed for (locally) stratified and those for (locally) call- 
consistent programs. The former are perfect and, thus, they are also minimal, whereas 
the latter ones are in general not minimal and, thus, not perfect. 
In this uniform view one can also easily see that the construction introduced in 
[ 131 for producing weakly perfect models produces a KB-model when applied to 
a locally stratified program, whereas this is no longer true when applied to a locally 
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call-consistent program. In the light of this uniform approach it is also possible to 
generalize the result of [13] showing that the KB-models of (locally) call-consistent 
programs satisfy some circumscription formula. 
The paper is organized as follows, Section 1 contains the necessary definitions. In 
Section 2 we present he construction of a model of the completion for programs that 
are strict and whose graphs have a maximum (m-strict programs): these conditions 
guarantee the existence of a signature; then we show that strict, stratified and 
call-consistent programs can be partitioned into a finite number of m-strict sub- 
programs. 
In Section 3 we extend these results at the “local level”: for defining locally stratified 
[14], locally strict and locally call-consistent programs [15, 43 one must consider all 
the ground instances of the original programs, obtaining in this way infinite programs. 
Because of this the local extension of the KB-technique requires an additional 
condition: the existence in the local dependency graph of a well-founded partial order 
w.r.t. the negative dependencies in the atoms. 
In Section 4 we compare the KB-technique with the procedure defined by 
Przymusinski to introduce the class of the weakly stratified programs and, finally, in 
Section 5 we point out the relationship among KB-models, perfect model semantics 
[14] and circumscription formulas [12, lo]. 
Summarizing, we have studied all the classes hown in Fig. 1. Normal programs 
may have inconsistent completion. For locally semi-strict programs it is not yet 
known whether their completion is consistent or not. All other classes have consistent 
completion. The KB-technique works for all these classes apart from the weakly 
call-consistent one. Note that this class is new and that it fits naturally in the scheme. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let L be a language consisting of disjoint sets of variable (Vur), predicate (Pred) and 
function symbols (Fun). The notions of term, atom and formula are defined in the 
usual way (it is assumed that formulas considered below will be written using only 
symbols from L) [3]. A tuple (t i, . . . . t,) of terms is denoted by f. 
A literal is an atomic or a negated atomic formula. 
A clause is a formula of the form AcL 1, . . . . L, (n>O), where A is an atom and 
L 1, . . . , L, are literals. 
A program is a finite set of clauses. 
If P is a program, Pred(P) is the set of all predicate symbols appearing in P. For 
every subset Q of Pred(P), P(Q) denotes the set of all clauses in P whose head 
contains a predicate in Q. 
The Clark completion of a program P (Comp( P)) is defined as in [ 111, and consists 
of the completed efinitions of all predicate symbols in Pred( P) and of a theory of the 
equality. 
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Let P be a program. The global dependency graph of P, denoted by G(P), is the 
directed graph defined by: 
(1) each predicate symbol in P is a node, and there are no other nodes. 
(2) there is an edge from q to p if there is a clause in P with q in the body and p in the 
head. The edge is marked positive (negative) if q is a positive (negative) literal in the 
clause. 
Let p and q be predicate symbols in the program P and consider G(P): 
(1) p depends positively on q iff either p = q or in G(P) all edges in the paths from q to 
p are marked positive. 
(2) p depends negatioely on q iff in G( P ) there exists a path from q to p containing 
a negative edge. 
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(3) p depends eoenly on q, denoted by q <+ p, iff in G(P) there exists a path from q to 
p which contains an even number of negative edges. 
(4) p depends oddly on q, denoted by q <_ p, iff in G(P) there exists a path from q to 
p containing an odd number of negative edges. 
(5) p and q are in the same strongly connected component of the global dependency 
graph if both p <i q and q <jp hold, with i,je(+, -}. 
If P is a program and Q E Pred( P), then a signature for Q is a partition (Q + , Q _ ) of 
Q such that if p, qEQ, PEQi and p <j q (or q <j p) then qEQixj (i,jE{+, -}). 
If Q E Pred(P) we call Q downward closed iff for all PEQ and qEPred(P) if either 
q <+ p or q 6-p then also qEQ. 
Let L be a language. An L-structure ‘$I consists of 
(1) a nonempty set A called domain; 
(2) a mapping which assigns to each n-ary function symbol f of L an n-ary 
operation f’ on A; 
(3) a mapping which assigns to each n-ary predicate symbol p of L an n-ary relation 
p’ on A. 
The Herbrand Universe UH of L is the set of all closed terms in L (if L have no 
constant symbol, an arbitrary one is introduced); the Herbrand Base Bn is the set of all 
ground terms on UH. A Herbrand structure of L, has domain Uu and the obvious 
interpretation of function and constant symbols. As usual, a Herbrand structure can be 
identified with a subset of Bn. 
If D is a set of predicate symbols, then Bo denotes the set { p(a, , . . . , a,): pi D, p of 
arity n and al, . . ..a.EU,,}. 
Remark 1.1. For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, we will consider only Herbrand 
structures, but most of the results presented can be extended to any structure that 
satisfies the equality theory, as proved in [2]. 
The immediate consequence map of a program P, TP : p ( BH) + @a( Bn), is defined as 
follows: 
T,(Z)={DeB,: DtBl ,..., B,,lC1 ,..., 1 C, is a ground instance on UH of 
a clause in P (r>O, ~20) with BiEZ and Cj$Z for every l<i<r, l<j<s}. 
Theorem 1.2 (Apt et al. Cl]). Let P be a program and Z c Bn. Then I, together with an 
interpretation of = that satisfies the equality theory of the completion, is a model of 
Camp(P) if and only ifZ is a jxpoint for the map Tp. 
In what follows a technique will be described that constructs a Herbrand model of 
the completion of a program P by successively extending Herbrand models of the 
completions of subprograms PO, P, , . . . of P. Because of this it is necessary to consider 
Herbrand structures with respect to different sets of predicate symbols, i.e. in 
Pred( PO), Pred( PI) and so on. 
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When considering a program P, Herbrand structures with respect to 
I’uruFunuPred(P) are considered. The set of predicates w.r.t. which a certain 
Hebrand structure Z is defined will be denoted with Pred(Z). 
Given a Herbrand structure ‘93 and a set D G Pred( %), ‘3 II, denotes the restriction 
of 93 to D, i.e. ‘3 To= { ~(a~, . . . , a,): PED and [a,, . . . . a,]~p”}. Given two Herbrand 
structures ‘33 and ‘33’ with Pred(%) c Pred(%‘), 3 is an extension of 93 if ‘%= 
s’ rPred(%). 
Let D E D’ G Pred( P) and suppose that ‘93 is an Herbrand model of Comp(P(D)). 
In order to compute a Herbrand model ‘93’ of Comp(P(D’)) that extends ‘93, the 
following map is introduced, see [7, 23. This map is monotone and its least fixpoint 
(F, 9) can be viewed as a partial model of Comp(P(D’)): it assigns to each atom in 
F the value true, to each atom in 9 the value false and it leaves “undefined” all the 
atoms in Z?,,\(%uFu5). Tp(a~),s: @(BD,)x ~(BD~)-+kc)(&)x @(Z$,,) is defined 
by (I, J)-(I’, J’), where 
p(+Z’ 0 p(+Z or 
p~( D’\D) and there is a ground instance of a clause in P(D’) 
P(q+-q,(&), . . ..4n(4#).~4d, . . ..l ~m(kJ s.t. 
if 4iED then ‘% bqi(tii); if qiE(D’\D) then qi(ai)EZ; 
if riGD then ‘93 +-I ri(6,); and if riE(D’\D) then ri(6i)E.Z. 
p(+J’ 0 p(c+J or 
p@D’\D) and for each ground instance of a clause in P(D’) 
p(4+qI(&), . . ..qn(G).i r1(&), . . ..lr.@,) 
there exists iE{l . . n> such that 
q,ED and % bl qi(ai), or qiE(D’\D) and qi(ai)EJ 
or there exists iE{ 1 . . m} such that 
riED and %+ri(bi), or riE(D’\D) and ri(bi)EZ. 
Set (I, J) 5 (I’, J’) if and only if Z E I’ A J E J’. Clearly, TP(D,),J is monotone on the 
complete lattice (@(BD,) x a(BD,), I), but generally it is not continuous [2]. 
Let TP(D,j,st t u denote the usual ordinal power. Since Tp(~,),s is monotone, there 
exists a countable ordinal 5 such that ( LT, 9) = T pcD’J,s t @J, 0) is the least fixpoint of 
TP(D,),s denoted by lfp(TP(D,),& 
Lemma 1.3. (1) (F_nF)=0. 
(2) Zf D =0 and ‘93 =0, then all the atoms in F are true in every Herbrund model 
of Comp(P(D’)), and all the atoms in 9 are false in every Herbrund model of 
Comp(P(D’)). 
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Proof. (1) [2]: straightforward from the definition of Tp(e,),~. 
(2) Easy to prove by induction. 0 
2. Global graph properties 
It is easy to characterize several important subclasses of normal logic programs by 
means of restrictions on the global dependency graph: 
(1) A logic program P is definite if for every clause C in P, every atom in the body of 
C is positive, i.e. if G(P) contains no negative edge. 
(2) A logic program P is hierarchical if no node in G(P) depends recursively on 
itself, i.e. if there is no nontrivial strongly connected component. 
(3) A logic program P is strat$ed if no node in G(P) depends negatively on itself, 
i.e. if there is no negative edge into the strongly connected components of G(P) (see). 
(4) A logic program P is strict if there is no pair (p, q) of nodes in the global graph 
such that p depends both evenly and oddly on q. Note that cycles with an even number 
of negative arcs are permitted in G(P). 
(5) A logic program P is call-consistent if no node in G(P) depends oddly on itself. 
Clearly call-consistency generalizes both strictness and stratijcation: it allows even 
cycles into the see (like strict programs, whereas stratified programs do not allow 
them), and it does not require strictness (like stratified programs). 
Example 2.1 (A stratijed but not strict program, Fig. 2). 
Pos-int(x)cZnteger(x),iZero(x). 
Znteger(s(x))c Integer(x). 
Integer(x) 4- Zero(x). 
Zero(O). 
+ n 
Pos-int a 
+ 
Integer 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
Example 2.2 (A call-consistent program that is also strict but not stratijied, Fig. 3). 
There are some other characterizations of stratification and call-consistency, as 
shown by the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.3 (Apt et al. Cl]). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) P is stratijied. 
(2) There exists a partition of Pred(P)=D, u ...uD,, s.t. for eoery clause p(a)+ 
41(G), ..‘, qn(G),i rI(&), . . . . -I r,(&) of P(D,) then 
(i) all predicate symbols ql, . . . . qn are in Ui skDi 
(ii) all predicate symbols rl, . . ., rm are in ui < kDi. 
(D 1, . . ..Dh are called strata of P). 
(3) There exists a mapping lev : Pred (P) + N (where N denotes the natural numbers) 
such that for every predicate symbols p, qEPred(P), if p depends on q then 
leu(q)<leu(p), and ifp depends negatively on q then leo(q)<lev(p). 
Proof. (l)++(2): in [l]. 
(2)++(3): straightforward. 0 
Remark 2.4. Take a partition D1, . . . , D, of Pred( P) as in Theorem 2.3(2). The 
subprogram P( DI) is a definite program, and also, for each 0 < i < n, leaving out of the 
clauses of P( Di) all the literals of the previous strata, one obtains a definite program. 
Theorem 2.5 (Cavedon [4]). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) P is call-consistent. 
(2) For p, qEPred( P) it never holds p <+ q and q <_ p (semi-strictness). 
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(3) There exists a partition of Pred(P)=E, wE2v~~~vEt, s.t. 
(i) if pEEk and ifq <+ p or q <- p then qEUi<kEi- 
(ii) ifp~E~, q<+ p and q<- p then qEUi,,Ei. 
(for uniformity also El, . . . , Eh are called strata of P). 
(4) There exists a mapping lev : Pred( P) +N such that for every predicate 
p, qePred(P), ifp depends on q then lev(q)<lev(p), and ifp depends both evenly and 
oddly on q then lev(q)<lev(p). 
Remark 2.6. Take a partition El, . . . , E,, of Pred(P) as in Theorem 2.5(2). The 
subprogram P(E,) is a strict program, and also, for each Oc i< h, leaving out of the 
clauses of P (Ei) all the literals of the previous strata, one obtains a strict program. 
Theorem 2.7. Every arrow in the first part of Fig. 1 indicates proper inclusion. 
Proof. By definition every hierarchical program is stratified, every definite program is 
both stratified and strict and every stratified or strict program is also call-consistent. 
Example 2.2 shows that there exists strict but not definite programs, and also call- 
consistent but not stratified programs. 
By Example 2.1 there exist stratified but not definite programs. 
The program { ptq. qtp} shows that there exist stratified but not hierarchical 
programs, and the program { p c q . p t -I q} shows that there exist call-consistent but 
not strict programs. 0 
In order to construct a model of the completion of a call-consistent program P (and, 
thus, also for stratified and strict programs) we proceed as follows (see [7, 8,2, 151). 
We show first that if P admits a signature then one may compute a partial model of 
Camp(P) using the Tr,% operator; this partial model can be extended to a 2-value 
model assigning the undecided atoms by means of the signature. Secondly, we prove 
that if P is either strict or stratified or call-consistent then one may partition P into 
subprograms PO, PI, . . . , P, such that each Pi admits a signature, and we show how to 
construct iteratively the models of Comp(PO), Comp(POuP,), . .., Comp(P,,u .I* UP,)= 
Comp( P). The reported results are mostly well-known [8, 15, 4, 21, but we want to 
stress in a uniform approach the underlying ideas. 
Theorem 2.8. Let P be a program such that there is a signature S =( S, , S_ ) for P. 
Comp( P) is consistent. 
Proof. We exhibit a Herbrand model ‘$3 of Camp(P) as follows. Let (Y, 4t)= 
lf p( Tr,o). % contains q(a) iff either q(ti)EY or q(a)&9 and q&+. By Theorem 1.2, 
in order to show that % is a model of Camp(P), it suffices to show that Tp(%)=%. 
(a) Tp(%) E 9% The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that there is q(ii)E 
(Tr(W\W. 
From the definition of ‘33, either q(a)E9 or q(ti)$YuF and qG_. 
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The two cases are considered separately. 
(1) q(G) cannot be in 9 because if it would then, by definition of T,,s, all ground 
instances of clauses of P that have q(3) as head, have a premise that is false in (Y, 9) 
and, thus, also in ‘3. Hence, q(Z)#T,(%). 
(2) Assume then that q(ti)$Yu9. In this case it must be that all the closed 
instances of the clauses of P that have q(a) as head have a premise that is in 9 and, 
hence, that is false in !R, except for some clauses that we call (*) of the form 
q(4+q,(G), . . ..4”(&).1 r1(61), ... ,l r,(6,) for which the following points hold: 
(i) for at least one literal L of the premise, L$YuB. 
(ii) for every literal L’ of the premise that is in Y u 9 it is the case that if L’ = qi( ai) 
then L’EY and if L’=r,(Ei) then L’E~“. 
Since q(a)+% it must be that qES_ and, thus, by definition of signature in each one 
of the clauses (*) each literal qi(tii)$S UF is such that qiGS-, because qi <+ q and, 
similarly, for every ri(6i)$Y UP;, riES+ , because ri <_ q. 
This implies that the premise of each one of the clauses (*) is false in 93 and, hence, 
all clauses with q(a) as head have premise false in ‘$3. Thus, it cannot be that 
q(WT,W). 
(b) TP( 3) 2 ‘8. 
It is easy to see from the definition of Tp,e that every q(+Y is also in Tp(%). It 
remains to consider all atoms q(a) such that q(fi)$YuF and qES+ . For each such 
atom there exists at least one ground instance of a clause of P that have the form c: 
q(4+qi(&), . . ..qJ%).i ri(&), . . . . 1 r,(&,) that satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) 
above. 
By definition of signature ach positive literal qi( ai) that is not in Y u B is such that 
qi(ai)ES+ and, hence, is true in !R, and every negative literal 1 rr(6r) is such that riES_ 
and, hence, ri(6i) is false in 93. Therefore, the premise of c is true in ‘9l and 
q(WTp(W. 0 
Let us now consider a program P that does not have signature, but such that its 
predicates can be partitioned into sets Q1, . . . , Qn each of which has a signature. Under 
some conditions, a model of Comp( P) can be constructed iterating the construction of 
Theorem 2.8 on P( Q 1 ), . . . , P(Qn). This fact is shown in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.9. For a logic program P consider two sets Q and Q’ of predicate symbols in 
Pred(P) such that 
(1) Q and Q u Q’ are downward closed; 
(2) there exists a signature S=(Q’+, Q’_) fir Q’. 
Zf Comp( P( Q)) is consistent then Comp( P( Q u Q’)) is also consistent. 
Proof. Let ‘33 be a model of Comp(P(Q)). 93 is extended to a model 93’ of 
Comp(P(QuQ’)) as follows: 
Let (r, S)=Ifp(Tp(p,j,~~). q(a)E%’ iff either q(G)ET or q(a)$F and qEQ’+. 
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The proof that 93 is a model of Comp( P( Q u Q’)) is very similar to that of Theorem 
2.8. The only difference is that the ground instances of the clauses considered in the 
proof may contain literals of 83. They are very easy to handle because ‘3’ 2 ‘3 and 93 is 
a fixpoint of TpcQj by Theorem 1.2. 0 
In what follows the construction described in Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 will be called 
the K&technique and KB-models are the models obtained by this technique. 
The problem now is to find conditions on the global dependency graph of a pro- 
gram P that guarantee the existence of a signature. 
Lemma 2.10 (Kunen [8]). Let P be a strict program. Zf there exists pEPred( P) such 
that VqEPred(P) q <j p (je{+, -}) then there exists u signature fir P. 
(Such a program is culled m-strict, for maximal-strict.) 
Strict, stratified and call-consistent programs can be partitioned into m-strict 
programs; using Lemma 2.10 and Theorem 2.9, we will show that all of them have 
consistent completion. 
Theorem 2.11. Let P be a strict program. Camp(P) is consistent. 
Proof. The partition of Pred( P) is as follows: 
Let {QI, . . . . Qnt} be the subsets of Pred( P) corresponding to the maximal strongly 
connected components w.r.t. the graph dependency, i.e. VqEQi p <, q and 4 < l p, and 
Vp’PQi$qEPred(P) such that q$Qi~p <jq (l,jc{+, -}). 
Define D1 :=Q,u{pcPred(P): p<jr,rEQ,(jE{+,-})} and Di+l :=(Qi+iU 
{p~Pred(P): pGjr,rEQi+,(je(+, -})})\~i* 
Itiseasytoseethat{D,,..., D,,> is a partition of Pred( P). Such sets Di will be called 
substrata of P. 
Every P(Di) is an m-strict program. By iterating the construction in Theorem 2.9, 
one obtains a model of Camp(P). 0 
Theorem 2.12. Let P be a strutijied program. Camp(P) is consistent. . 
Proof. Let H 1, . . . , H, be a stratification of P. By Remark 2.4 in the program P (Hi) 
there is no negative dependency in predicates Of Hi; hence, (8, Hi) is a signature for Hi. 
Therefore, by iterating on each stratum the construction in Theorem 2.9 one may 
obtain a model of Comp( P). 0 
Theorem 2.13. Let P be a cull-consistent program. Camp(P) is consistent. 
Proof. Let E 1, . . ., Eh be strata for P (as in Theorem 2.5). By Remark 2.6 for every 
iE{l . . h} P(Ei) is like a strict program. Thus, by iterating the construction in 
Theorem 2.11 one computes a model of Comp( P). q 
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Example 2.14 (A KB-model construction, Fig. 4). 
q(x)+1 s(x), P(X). 
s(x)+1 q(x). 
p(x)+1 s(x), r(x). 
p(x)+1 r(x). 
P(S(0)). 
r(0). 
This program is call-consistent with strata {r 1, { p, q, s ] (note that each stratum has 
a signature and, therefore, one does not need to partition each stratum into substrata). 
Correspondingly, let us choose the following signatures (0, {r)), ({s], { p, 4)). 
On the first stratum the model computed is %= {r(O)}. 
On the second stratum, by TP({P,q,s)j,g one obtains 3= { p(S”(O)), Vn>O} and 
P=0. 
By the signature, s(S’(0)) will be true for every n, whereas all other atoms will be 
false in this model, that is: {r(O), p(S”(O)), s(P(0)): O<m, O<n}. 
In this example we considered the (sub)strata sequence % = ({ r 1, { p, q, s >), and the 
corresponding signature sequence Y =((0, (r)), ({ sj, { p, 4))). The model of Comp( P) 
corresponding to this choice will be called KBE.y. 
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It is easy to see that the construction of [l] of a model M of Co&P) for stratified 
programs can be viewed as a particular case of the KB-model construction. 
The construction of [l] is as follows: let P be a stratified program and D1, . . . , Dk be 
a stratification of it. For each io[l ..k] a model Mi of Comp(P(Uj=l,.iDj)) is 
constructed as follows: 
- Mo=0 
- for ial, Mi=T,~~i,~o(Mi-,)* 
Theorem 2.15. For any stratified program P the model of Camp(P) built by the 
construction of [l] is a KB-model and it is minimal. 
Proof. Let {D1,..., Dk} be a stratification of P. As already observed (see Remark 2.4 
and the proof of Theorem 2.12), each stratum Di has only two possible signatures: 
(0, Di) and (Di, 0). For io[l . . k], let Ni be the KB-model.constructed by choosing for 
each stratum the signature (0, Di). It is easy to see that Ni = MiViE[ 1 . . k]. 
From Remark 2.4, it follows that the truth value of every negative literal of P (Di) is 
already fixed in Mi- 1 ; hence, intuitively, Mi - 1 is extended to MI considering P( Di) as 
a definite program. This guarantees that each Mi is minimal. 0 
One may wonder whether among all the KB-models of a program there is always 
a minimal one. From Theorem 2.15 this is the case for stratified programs. The 
following example shows that this is not true for strict and call-consistent programs. 
Example 2.16 (Fig. 5). 
Let us consider all the KB-models of this call-consistent program P: 
- let ~=(IP~~)) and ~1=({pL {q)), KBT,Y,={P). - 
- ST has also the signature Y2=({q), (p}); KBx,y2={q}. 
Fig. 5. 
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It is also easy to see that M = 8 is a model of Camp(P). Therefore, no KB-model of 
this program is a minimal model of the completion. 
In [l] it was shown that the model produced by their construction does not depend 
on the particular stratification considered. One may wonder whether an analogous 
result holds for call-consistent (and, thus, strict) programs. It is easy to see that in 
general the KB-models constructed for a given program P depend on the particular 
partition of Pred( P) into strata that is considered. 
Example 2.17 (Fig. 6). 
PC14 
q+lP 
s+p,-l t 
This is a strict program. Consider the partition X1 =( (s, p, q, t}) with the signature 
Y, =( { s, p}, {q, t]). Corresponding to this choice there is the KB-model (s, p}, 
whereas with signature Y2 =( { q, t}, (s, p}) the KB-model is (q, t}. On the contrary, 
for the partition X2 = ({ p, q}, {s, t}) there is also a KB-model {s, q}. 
It is clear that, in general, the construction of a KB-model depends on the choice of 
the strata, on the choice of the substrata of each stratum and, finally, on the choice of 
the signatures for each substratum. 
+ 
Fig. 6. 
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3. Local properties 
We saw that the proof of the consistency of the completion of call-consistent, 
stratified and strict programs is based on the existence of some properties of the global 
dependency graph, which are sufficient for constructing KB-models. 
A natural way to generalize these classes is to consider dependencies between 
ground atoms rather than between predicate symbols. 
Example 3.1. Consider the following program P: 
even(O). 
euen(S(x))ci even(x). 
Camp(P): eoen(y)cr[(y=O)v(y=S(x)Aieuen(x))]. 
This program is not stratified: even depends negatively on itself in the global 
dependency graph. However, Comp( P) has a Herbrand model M = (euen( S”(0)) 1 n 2 
0 A n is even}. Intuitively, this is because the negative cycle in the global dependency 
graph is no longer a cycle if one looks at the ground instances of the clause of P; it will 
always be that euen(S”(0)) depends negatively on euen(Sm(0)) only if m<n. Thus, 
under this new way of considering dependencies, P is stratified. 
Let us formalize the intuitive ideas of Example 3.1: 
The local dependency graph of P is the directed graph defined by: 
(1) each ground instance of a predicate symbol in the program is a node, and there 
are no other nodes. 
(2) there is an edge from the atom A to the atom B if there is a ground instance of 
a clause of P with A in the body and B as head. The edge is marked positive (negative) 
if A is positive (negative) in such a clause. 
The definition of positive, negative, euen and odd dependency are given as natural 
extensions of the definitions made at the global level. For every subset Q of BH, P(Q) 
denotes the set of all instances of clauses of P, closed on the Herbrand Universe UH, 
whose head contains an atom in Q. 
The main problem, in order to extend strictness, stratification and call-consistency 
to the local leuel, is that the local dependency graph may contain infinite decreasing 
chains: this would prevent the use of the KB-technique which needs a minimum 
stratum from which to start. Therefore, in order to extend the KB-technique to the 
local level, it is necessary to require the existence of well-founded partial orders on BH. 
This problem was unimportant for the global level because the finiteness of the global 
dependency graph guarantees that such orders exist. 
Let P be a program. 
(1) P is locally strict if there is no pair (A, B) of nodes in the local dependency graph 
such that A depends both evenly and oddly on B. 
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(2) P is locally stratified if there exists a mapping lev : BH + Ord (where Ord denotes 
the set of countable ordinals) such that for all atoms A, B in Bn, if A depends on B then 
lev(B)<lev(A), and if A depends negatively on B then lev(B)<lev(A). 
(3) P is locally cull-consistent if there exists a mapping lev : Bn + Ord such that for all 
atoms A, B in the Herbrand base, if A depends on B then lev(B)< lev(A), and if 
A depends both evenly and oddly on B then lev (B) c lev( A). 
It is easy to see that local call-consistency generalizes both local strictness and local 
stratzfication, in the same way that call-consistency generalizes tratification and 
strictness at the global level. 
Similarly to the global case, it is easy to prove some other equivalent characteriza- 
tions both of local stratification and of local call-consistency: 
Theorem 3.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) P is locally stratified. 
(2) It is possible to partition the Herbrand base of P into disjoint sets, called strata 
HI u ... u H,, where a is a countable ordinal s.t. for kE{ 1 . . a} and every ground 
instanceofaclausein P(H,), A+B, ,..., B,,lDI ,..., 1Dh 
(i) all positive premises Bi are in u {Hi: i< k}, 
(ii) all negative premises Dj are in u{Hi: i< k). 
Theorem 3.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) P is locally call-consistent. 
(2) It is possible to partition the Herbrand base of P into disjoint sets, called strata 
El u.+.uE,, where a is a countable ordinal st. 
(i) ifAEEk and ifB<+A or B<_A then BEUiGkEi, 
(ii) ~~AEE~, B<+A and B&A then BEUi<kEi. 
Remark 3.4. It is easy to see that a natural extension of Remarks 2.4 and 2.6 holds for 
locally stratified and locally call-consistent programs. 
The program classes defined above increase the classes of programs of Section 2. 
Theorem 3.5. Consider Fig. 1: every arrow from part 1 to part 2 and every arrow of part 
2 indicates proper inclusion. 
Proof. Example 3.1 shows that there exist locally strict but not strict programs, 
locally stratified but not stratified programs and locally call-consistent but not 
call-consistent programs. 
The program {p c 1 q . q t 1 p} shows that there exist locally call-consistent but 
not locally stratified programs, and the program { p c q . p c 1 q) shows that there 
exist locally call-consistent but not locally strict programs. 0 
Let P be a locally call-consistent program. The level map lev ensures the extension 
to the local level of the KB-model construction of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9: the following 
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transfinite recursive procedure computes a model of the completion of any locally 
call-consistent program and, hence, of any locally strict or locally stratified program. 
It is similar to that presented in [15]; another algorithm is given in [4], but, 
unfortunately, it is incorrect because it is based on the erroneous assumption that 
a locally strict program admits a signature. 
The KB local procedure 
input: A locally call-consistent program P. 
output: A model of Camp(P). 
Let El, . . . . E, be strata for P. 
for each i~[l..a] 
do 
if i is a successor then 
since P( EJ is like a strict program (by Remark 3.4), along the lines of Theorem 
2.11 define the substrata D. ,I, . . . , Di, s.t. P( Di,) is m-strict for each Jo [ i1 . . i,,]; 
let Yij be a signature for Dij for each jE[i,..ia,] 
if i is a limit then Di := Ei 
4 
3 l,...,~t*y:=D1,,...,D~p,,...,Da ,,... ,D,,*; 
Y l,...,~~:=~~,‘...‘~lbl,...,~,, . . . . y&,,; 
% :=ql; 
for i= l..y do 
if i is a successor then 
let (ai %xJ=VP(TP(S~),S); 
for every BESi set: 
BE!Ri iff BE$& or B$%g A BEY: 
if i is a limit then 
%i I= Uj<i %j; 
~ :=~UUi 
od. 
As for the global level, this procedure computes at each step the model of a sub- 
program that has a signature: a locally call-consistent program can be seen as 
a denumerable sequence of locally strict programs (strata), and each stratum can be 
partitioned into a denumerable sequence of substrata with a signature. 
Clearly, the KB local procedure can also apply to locally strict or to locally stratified 
programs, and it is easy to see that the model constructed in [14] extending the 
construction of [l] to locally stratified programs is also computed by the KB- 
procedure with an opportune choice of signatures. 
Theorem 3.6. (1) For every locally call-consistent program P (and, thus, also for locally 
strict and locally stratified programs), Camp(P) is consistent. 
(2) For any locally stratijed program P the model of Comp( P) constructed in [14] is 
a Kg-model. 
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Proof. (1) Apply the local KB-procedure. 
(2) Straightforward, along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.15. 0 
Another way to extend the call-consistency at the local level is given in [15, 43, 
A program P is 1ocaZly semistrict (negative cycle free in [ 151) if for no atom A in the 
Herbrand base of P A 6_ A. 
Example 3.7 (Cavedon [4]). A program that is locally semistrict but not locally call- 
consistent, Fig. 7). 
P (0). 
p(x)+AS(x)). 
P(x)+lP(S(x))* 
Camp(P): p(x)ct(x=O)v3y(y=S(x)~p(y))v32(z=S(x)~ip(z)). 
Camp(P) is consistent: M=(p(S”(O)): m20) is a model of Camp(P). 
Note that, whereas for locally call-consistent programs the leu map guarantees that 
there are only finite chains of not strict relations on ground atoms, this is not the case 
for the locally semistrict programs. Because of this the problem of whether the 
completion of such programs is consistent is still open. Sato [lS] proved that if P is 
locally semistrict and it has no internal (local) variable or if it is function-free, then 
Camp(P) is consistent. On the other hand, the following example shows a locally 
semistrict program such that its completion is consistent, but it has no Herbrand 
model. 
Fig. I. 
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Example 3.8 (Kunen [9]). 
4(x, O)+ n(x), u(Y),1 4(S(x), Y). 
4(x, S(y))+n(x), n(Y)? 4(S(x), Y). 
n(0). 
n(S(x))+n(x). 
The program is locally semistrict; in fact, there are no cycles at all in the local 
dependency graph. Now suppose we have an Herbrand model for Camp(P); we 
derive a contradiction. 
By the definition, the formula defining Camp(P) is as follows: 
Va,u,wC(4(u,u)~(ll/, v$2))A(n(w)-#3)1, where 
IC/z=%Y[(u=x)A(r=S(Y))An(x)An(Y)Aq(S(x),Y)], 
First of all, observe that n(c) is true iff c is of the form Sk(O) for some natural number 
k. So, this example works even if the Herbrand universe is allowed to contain terms 
other than those generated by 0 and S. 
Second, observe that each q(Sk(0), 0) must be true: if some q(Sk(0), 0) is false then, 
since $2(~/Sk(0), o/O) is false, it must be also $i(u/Sk(0), u/O) false and, thus, there is 
some m s.t. q(Sk+‘(0),S”(O)) . t IS rue. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 
m>2. By using tj2, both q(Sk+2(0),Sm-1(0)) and q(Sk’3(0), Sme2(0)) are true. Now, 
since +2(~/Sk’2(0),u/O) is false, by using $i, q(Sk+2(0),0) is false. Thus, q(Sk”l(0), 
S(0)) is false and, finally, by I,+~, q(Sk(0),O) is true; a contradiction. 
Thus, q(O,O) is true; so, q(S(O), Sh(0)) is false for some h. Then, using h times ti2, 
q(Sh+l(0), 0) is false, contradicting our previous observation. Therefore, such a pro- 
gram has no Herbrand model. 
However, the program above has consistent completion. Consider, in fact, a non- 
Herbrand model A? defined as follows. The domain of .A! is D = { aO, a,, a2,. .., 
a, ,... }u{ . . . . b_, ,..., b_l,bo,b, ,..., b, ,... }. Interpret OA=u,, and SA by: Vi>O, 
S”(ai)=Ui+ly and V~EZ SA(bi)=bi+l. Finally, q”(x-“,y4) is true iff 
Y”+%, . . ..%I. . ..>. and n”(xA) is always true. It is easy to verify that 
A kComp(P). 
4. Weak properties 
The main idea of the KB procedure is to construct a model one substratum at 
a time, defining first a partial model and then completing it by exploiting the existence 
of a signature. In Sections 2 and 3 we have seen several global and local graph 
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properties which ensure that the KB-algorithm ends up with a model of Comp( P). It is 
easy to see that none of them is necessary for the existence of a model of Comp( P). 
Example 4.1 (Przymusinska and Przymusinski [13]). 
This program is not locally call-consistent, but (p(l,2), q(l)} is a model of its 
completion; the negative dges of the local dependency graph that contradict the local 
call-consistency are irrelevant for the construction of the model. 
Example 4.1 shows that the local dependency graph may contain some parts that 
become useless during the construction of a model. In Cl33 a new class of programs 
that have consistent completion is defined on the basis of an algorithm which 
computes Herbrand models: given a program P as input, if the algorithm halts with 
a model of Comp( P) then P belongs to this new class. The algorithm tries to construct 
a model one stratum at a time, and at each step it uses the model M already built for 
the previous strata to leave out of the local graph all useless parts, corresponding to 
the clauses already satisfied by M. This technique is named reduction modulo M and, 
in practice, it consists of the Davis Putnam rule [6]. In this approach, the only 
condition required on the local dependency graph is the computability of the minimal 
strongly connected components w.r.t. <_ . 
Let P be a program such that the partial order <_ on the strongly connected 
components in the local dependency graph is well-founded, and let P’ be the (possible 
infinite) collection of all the ground instances of clauses of P. 
The bottom stratum is as follows: S( P’)= U {C: CEB,,, C is in a minimal compon- 
ent (w.r.t. negative dependency) of the local dependency graph of P’}. 
The bottom layer L( P’) is the corresponding subprogram of P’ i.e. the set of all 
clauses from P’ whose heads belong to S(P’). 
The reduction module M of P’ is the program P’/M obtained from P’ by performing 
the following reductions: 
(1) Remove from P’ all those clauses that are already satisfied in M, i.e. all the 
clauses which contain a literal LES (P’) in the body s.t. M +l L or whose head is true 
in M. 
(2) Remove from all the remaining clauses those atoms of the premises which are 
satisfied in the model M, i.e. such that M + L. 
The transfinite recursive procedure which leads to the construction of a weakly 
perfect model is the following: 
Prz-procedure 
input: A normal program P. 
output: A model of Camp(P) or FAIL. 
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Pi :=P’; s1 :=S(P1); L1 :=L(P1); 
let MI be the least model of L1 if it exists, else FAIL. (*) 
k :=2; 
repeat 
if k is a successor then 
Pk:=Pk-JMk_t; 
if Pk is empty then STOP 
else S,:=S(P,); Lk:=L(Pk); 
let Mk E Sk be the least model of Lk if it exists, else FAIL (*); 
if k is a limit then 
Mk :=IJj_.kMj 
until (STOP or FAIL); 
if STOP then Mp:=MIvMzu-..uMk. 
Theorem 4.2 (Przymusinska nd Przymusinski [13]). Zfall layers Li are positive logic 
programs then the Prz-procedure produces an Herbrand structure that is a minimal 
model of Camp(P). Such a model is called weakly perfect model. 
A logic program is called weakly stratijed if all layers Li are positive logic programs. 
A simple example may help the intuition. 
Example 4.3 (weakly perfect-model of a weakly stratijied program, Fig. 8). 
St. 
q+ls,lP,lq. 
rcis,q. 
pcir. 
S,=(s), L1={s+.}, MI ={s>, 
Pz=P1/M1={p+lr.}, Sz=(r}, Lz=Q, 
P3=Pz/Mz=(p+-.I, S,={PI, L,={p+-.}, 
P4=PaIMs=O, 
Mp=M1uMzuM~={s,p). 
M2=Q, 
M,=(P), 
Remark 4.4. Note that the Prz-procedure is sound even when the models Mi are not 
the least models of Li: in (*) instead of the least model one may consider a KB-model. 
This modified algorithm, called P%procedure can be applied even when all layers Li 
are stratified or call-consistent programs, because a KB-model can be constructed for 
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Fig. 8. 
these programs. It is easy to see that requiring that all layers are stratified logic 
programs instead of definite ones does not result in a larger class of programs. Qn the 
contrary, the call-consistent property gives a larger class, as shown below. 
A logic program P is weakly call-consistent if there is a suitable choice of signatures 
during a computation of the Prz-procedure on P’ such that all layers found are locally 
call-consistent logic programs. 
Example 4.5 (model construction for a weakly call-consistent program, Fig. 9). 
St. 
q+ls,lp,lq. 
r+i s,q. 
p 4-i r, i t. 
tc-lp. 
S,=(s), L1={sc.}, C=(s), 9”; =8, M,=(s), 
Pz=PIIMI={P +i r, i t., t +i p.}, S=(r), 
IL=& 9; =O, 9; = {r}, M2=0, 
P3=Pz/M2={p+lt.,t+lp.}, &={P,t), 
b=P3, 9”: ={p>, G={t>, MS=(P), 
P4 = PdM3 = 8, 
Mp= Ml u MZu M3 = (s,p}, under the signatures { 9’r, 9’*, Y;}. 
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Fig. 9. 
Along the lines of the proofs of Theorems 2.8, 2.9 and 2.13, it is easy to see, by 
Remark 4.4, that Prz-procedure on weakly call-consistent programs computes a model 
of the Clark completion. 
Theorem 4.6. For every weakly call-consistent program P, Comp( P) is consistent. 
Proof (Sketch). Let Mi (for i < k) be the KB-model of Li. By Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 it 
follows that MI u ...vMi is a model of Comp(PIu...uPi). In order to show that the 
final M produced is a model of Camp(P), observe first that M is a model of P since 
each clause of P either is in a Pi or it is true in Mi _ 1 and, thus, also in M. Secondly, by 
Theorem 1.2 it suffices to show that for all AEM there exists a clause in P that has A as 
head and whose body is true in M. Assume that this is false; then all clauses of P whose 
head is A must have false body in M and, hence, this will be the case at a certain step 
i of the algorithm. From this it follows that A$Mi+l. 0 
Theorem 4.1. Every locally call-consistent program P is weakly call-consistent. 
Proof. A model of Camp(P) can be constructed according to the Prz-procedure, 
where a KB-model instead of the least model is computed for each layer Lip in the 
instructions (*). Every layer Li is a subprogram Of Pi. Since the dependency graph of Pi 
is a subgraph of the dependency graph of Pi _ 1 and P, = P’ is locally call-consistent, 
every Pi is locally call-consistent and every Li is locally call-consistent too. It follows 
that P is weakly call-consistent. 0 
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Theorem 4.8. In Fig. 1 every arrow from part 2 to part 3 and every arrow of part 
3 indicates proper inclusion. 
Proof. Example 4.1 shows that there exist weakly stratified but not locally stratified 
programs, weakly call-consistent but not locally call-consistent programs and weakly 
call-consistent but not locally semistrict programs. 
The program of Example 4.5 is weakly call-consistent but it is not weakly stratified. 
Finally, Example 3.7 shows that there exists locally semistrict but not weakly call- 
consistent programs. 0 
Let us now compare the KB-procedure and the Prz-procedure. Przymusinska and 
Przymusinski proved [13] that if P is a locally stratified program then the model 
computed by Prz-procedure and that in [ 143 are equal. Therefore, by Theorem 3.6(2), 
it follows that the model of a locally stratified program computed by the Prz- 
procedure is a KB-model. 
The following example shows that this is not the case for locally call-consistent 
programs: the Prz-procedure may compute a model which is not a KB-model. 
Example 4.9 (Fig. 10). Let P be the following locally call-consistent program: 
PCl4* 
4+-lP. 
rcis. 
sc7r. 
p ci r, v. 
rcip,u. 
u + v. 
vi-u. 
Fig. 10. 
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Consider the following computation of the Prz-procedure: 
&={w}, L1=(ucu.v+u.}, MI =8, 
pz=pl/M1={pt~q. qtlp. r+is. S+lr.}, 
P3 = 8, STOP, Mp=M1uM2={p,r). 
It is easy to see that the KB-procedure, computes only the models N1 = {p, s} and 
Nz= { r,q) and, thus, MP is not a KB-model. 
5. Perfect models and circumscription formulas 
In [14] an ordering relation on the Herbrand models, called preference relation, is 
defined for characterizing a minimality notion w.r.t. the negative graph dependencies: 
Let .M and J)r be models of a logic program. JV is preferable to A iff for every ground 
atom A in JV- .k there exists a ground atom B in ./Z-N such that A depends 
negatively on B. 
A model .M is perfect if there are no models preferable to A. It is easy to see that 
a perfect model is minimal, but not vice versa. 
The following results were shown in [13, 141. 
Theorem 5.1. (1) Stratified programs have a unique perfect Herbrand model that 
coincides with the model of [l]. 
(2) Locally stratijed programs have a unique perfect Herbrand model [14]. This is the 
model computed both by the algorithm that extends that of [l] and by the Prz- 
procedure. 
(3) Weakly stratified programs have a unique perfect Herbrand model [13]. This is the 
model computed by the Prz-procedure. ~ 
By Theorems 2.15 and 3.6, among the KB-models of a stratified or locally stratified 
program there is also the perfect model of Comp( P). The same result does not hold for 
(locally) call-consistent programs, because, in general, the KB-models can be all not 
minimal and, hence, not perfect, as already observed in Example 2.16. 
Another interesting feature of the KB-models of call-consistent programs is that 
they satisfy the Prioritized Circumscription Formula defined below. 
LetpePred(P),pofaritym.Letx=(x,,~~, . . . , x,) be an m-tuple of variables in L. 
Let e,q2,..., q. be all predicates following p in the dependency graph, i.e. such that 
p G+ q or p <_ q (in what follows we will write p < q). 
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The Prioritized Circumscription of the predicate p in the program P is the following 
second-order formula [12, lo]: 
Circ,(P; {q:p<q})= 
p(P,ql,q2, *..,%)A 
13(%P’,q;,q;, . . ..qb)CP(P’.q;,q;, ...,4b)AP(x)AlP'(x)l. 
If P is stratified, the (unique) perfect model of Camp(P) satisfies the prioritized 
Circumscription formula on all predicates in Pred( P): 
Theorem 5.2 (Przymusinski [14]). The perfect model ofa stratified program P satisjies 
the prioritized circumscription formula: /jrsPred (p, Circ,( p; {q: p < q > ). 
Theorem 5.2 has been extended to locally stratified and weakly stratified programs 
[13, 143, by considering a circumscription formula on the ground atoms. Let us see 
now that also the KB-models satisfy a particular circumscription formula. 
Example 5.3. Consider the call-consistent program P = { p c 1 s, -I r. s t 1 p, 1 r.} 
Let X=((r), (p, q}) and Y=((@, (r}), ({p}, {s))). Consider the following priori- 
tized circumscription formula w.r.t. {Y ; ,9’; } : 
i3(r’,p’,s’)[P(r’,s’,p’)r\rAir’]Ai3(sf,p’)[P(r,s’,p’)As/\is’]. 
The KB-model M1 = {p} satisfies this formula, whereas this is not the case for the 
model M2={r,s}. 
Let P be a call-consistent program. Let 5Y = { %r, . . . , LX”} be substrata for P and 
9={91,..., Y,,} be a tuple of corresponding signatures. KB~,y satisfies the priori- 
tized circumscription w.r.t. ( Y ; , . . . ,9’; }. 
Theorem 5.4. Let P be a call-consistent program. The model KBcv of Camp(P) 
satisfies the prioritized circumscription formula Ai= 1. ,n Circ$,y; (P; (q: $ <q}). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. 
Fori~[l..n]let!l$betheKB-modelofComp(P(U iajaiSj)) constructed at the ith 
iteration of the KB-procedure. 
(i) If n= 1 then V$EPred(P) it holds $EY” or $EY-. 
ForII/E9’40-,if%1 +$(f)then$(QEY.Thus,byLemma 1.3(2),Il/(f)istrueinevery 
Herbrand model of P. It follows that KB ~‘,y satisfies Circ+y-(P; (q: $<q}). 
(ii) Inductive step. 
Let the theorem be true until the (k- 1)th substratum and assume that KBz,y does 
not satisfy the circumscription formula Circ+,gp; (P; (q: tj ~4)). Thus, there exist 
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$~9’;, a term f~ Uu and a model M’ which differs from KBg, 9 only for the 
interpretation of $ and of the predicates {q: II/ <q}, such that 
KBE,y +ll/(f) and M’ kPr\i $(f). (*) 
Let (Ym, F,,,)=TPCEk;),st_, rn. Since II/&‘;, !Rk b+(f) iff I(/(C)EF~ for meN. 
We proceed by induction on m. 
(1) If m =0, $(f) is a fact in the program P. It follows that +(f) is true in all 
Herbrand models of P, contradicting (*). 
(2) If m > 0, t,b( f)e._F,, by means of a ground instance $( f) t L1, . . . , L, of a clause of 
P(%-‘k) s.t. 
(a) vLiEui<k% Sk-1 /=Li* 
(b) VLiE!&, if Li is positive then Liens- 1 and if Li is negative then 1 Liens_ 1. 
By inductive hypothesis on k (in case a) and on m (in case b), the body of the clause 
W)+L1, .-., L, is satisfied in M’. It follows that, since M’ is a model of P, M’ + $(f), 
contradicting (*). 0 
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